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Next Shoots
Main Match 9:00
November 4 - 5, 2017
December 2 - 3, 2017

OCT 2017

OCTOBER 15, 2017

From the desk of the President:
Wow! Yet another Eldorado is in the books!!
Set up:
A HUGE thank you to everyone that assisted with set up on any of
the days. From touching steel to setting facades to putting up ropes
for parking areas or unfolding chairs - your help is invaluable and
deeply appreciated.
With all of your help (and a few bodies from Labor Max) - by the
end of day on Monday; most everything of consequence was
complete.
Side Match/ Mini Match Day:
Events seemed to go off without a hitch. Charming’s insistence on
creating posses for the mini match made everything run much
smoother.
We are always looking for some new side match events to add or
implement into the match (so if you have any suggestions or ideas I would love to hear them). Speed brass picking, anyone?
Movie night on the range:
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This continues to be a fun little extra that every year gets a few
more people. This year we watched “Rango”. I got a few funny
looks when I said we were going for an animated movie; especially
one about a lizard cowboy. But I really want to share some movies
that perhaps not everyone has seen and can recite from memory.
The laughter told me I made a good pick. Join us next year if you
can. Plus there is popcorn, soda and candy provided by Shaky D
and Nevada Skye.
Main Match:
12 stages.
Big (the new coyotes; Wile. E. and Howlin’ are giants)
Fast (shortened all the movements this year)
Close (pistols were at three paces, rifle at nine).

The mover coming at you with saloon door release went over
well.
Heard some input about the number of bells in the match and
I will be taking that into consideration for future events.
Also sadly; I have a hunch that our Posse Leaders may not be
sharing the stage requirements with each posse exactly as
they are outlined in the Posse Marshal meeting. This leads to
misunderstandings and hurt feelings.

I will be looking at methods to ensure
any staging or safety specific
requirements for the match are provided
and understood by all.

JUST ACE

12

QUICKLEY

7

J D NEVADA
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The BBQ lunch again was fantastic and
folks hopefully ate their fill.

BLAZIN’ BETSY

6

GERMAN ROSEBUD

5

The loading blocks provided by Prairie
Dog in Curly Sue’s memory were a
classy and much appreciated gift.

CHARMING

5

Banquet:
The new venue was a success (other
than the lousy PA system). We do
question if there is room in their banquet
hall, if our numbers expand to match our
expectations. We heard nothing but
compliments on the food and the
amount of it. We will assure the bar is
a little better stocked for our thirsty
cowfolks next year.
Most of the folks were there to receive
their awards and we had very few that
will go to waste. Congratulations to
everyone that participated.
Teardown:

BRPC RAMBLINGS
BRPC membership renewal opens on
November 1, 2017. There are 200 slots
for NEW memberships. If you are a
member, just go up on line and renew
with a credit card. If you are NOT a
member and you would like to become
one, go up on line and submit a
membership application on line.
Neither of these options will be active
until the morning of November 1, 2017.
The availability of NEW memberships
does not affect current members. There
will be no invoices issued nor will there
be receipts.
This is all done by
computer.

MEMBERSHIP RENEWAL

Bright and early Sunday morning (again
with a few Labor Max bodies) to pick
up/ teardown and put away the steel and
facades. Heavy work completed by 5pm
and JD back on the range on Monday
for final clean ups.

Thank you everyone who has renewed
your memberships in the Eldorado
Cowboys. We appreciate your support.

We are so appreciative of our friends
and Eldorado family that come to play
with us every year and we will continue
to work tirelessly to provide the best
event we know how to.

I recently had occasion to go back into
the achieves of previous Eldorado State
Championships to review my memory
of how things used to be. On the next
couple of pages you will find a few
pages out of the 2001 2nd Annual
Eldorado
SASS
Nevada
State
Championship shooter book. Yes, we
were there and every one since then.
We thought you might get a kick out of
how things have changed.

Ok, that’s enough resting and goofing
off - Now it’s time to start on DAM

Site 2018.

CLEAN SHOOTS

.SHHH DON’T TELL CREEKER

How about some stats Following are the standings of the top
three cowboys and cowgirls through the
October 2017 shoot.
Good job
everyone . Good luck at winning more
clean shoots for the remaining four
shoots of 2017.

Vendors - 19
Donors - 29
Sponsors - 14
Waddies - 35
The shooter book was 72 spiral bound

pages with fourteen main match stages.
You were required to read the story
before each stage. On Friday, the final
stage was scheduled to start at 3:00 and
on Saturday 2:00. You started shooting
at 8:00 each morning with breaks
during the day.
The distances were SASS minimums seven and fourteen yards. Check out
the round count on stage 14 and the
number of rifle reloads on three of the
stages which were done on the line.
Those were the good old days. Enjoy.
See you on the range.
Charming

Eldorado Website
Www.eldoradocowboys.com

Nevada CAS Forum
Nevadacase.proboards51.com

SASS Website
Www.sassnet.com

Boulder Rifle & Pistol
Club
Www.brpc.org
Stay safe and have a great
time. See you on the range.

Eldorado Cowboys

